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As I went a walking in the month of May, in the month of

Alto

As I went a walking in the month of

Tenor

As I went a walking in the month of

May, Merrily talking, Merrily talking, I thus began to say,

May, Merrily talking, Merrily talking, I thus began to say, Where dwell-eth

may, Merrily talking, Merrily talking, I thus began to say,

Where dwell-eth Love, dwell-eth Love, where

Love, where dwell-eth Love, where dwell-eth

Where dwell-eth Love, where dwell-eth Love, where
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dwell-eth Love, where dwell-eth Love, that live-ly boy, that live-ly love, where dwell-eth Love, that live-ly

boy, how might I see his face, that breed-eth
boy, How might I see his face, see his face, that breed-eth pain and

pain, and bring-eth joy, that breed-eth pain and bring-eth joy, that alt'r-eth

bring-eth joy, that breed-eth pain and bring-eth joy, that alt'r-eth

That breed-eth pain and bring-eth joy, that alt'r-eth ev'ry
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